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ABSTRACT 73 

Multimodal treatment strategies for rectal cancer are increasingly embracing organ 74 

preservation, i.e. non-operative management or local excision, for patients with (near) clinical 75 

complete response after (chemo-)radiotherapy due to its oncological safety and reduction in 76 

surgical morbidity. However, standardisation of key outcome measures of organ preservation 77 

is lacking; this includes definition and choice of primary endpoints according to the trial phase 78 

and design, timepoint of response assessment, response-based decision, follow-up schedules, 79 

specific anorectal function tests, quality of life and patient reported outcomes. Thus, a 80 

consensus statement on outcome measures is necessary to ensure consistency and facilitate 81 

comparison between ongoing and future trials. Here, we have convened an international group 82 

of clinical trialists with extensive experience in rectal cancer management, including organ 83 

preservation, and used a Delphi process to establish the first international consensus 84 

recommendations of key outcome measures of organ preservation, to standardise reporting for 85 

trials and routine practice of organ preservation. 86 

 87 
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INTRODUCTION 107 

There has been a progressive increase in the number of clinical trials examining organ 108 

preservation strategies, i.e. non-operative management (NOM) or local excision only (LE), after 109 

(chemo-)radiotherapy (CRT), in rectal cancer1. Habr-Gama and colleagues were the first to 110 

implement the selective NOM approach in patients with resectable rectal cancer who achieved 111 

a clinical complete response (cCR) following CRT2. Since then, several studies, including the 112 

international Watch and Wait database (IWWD) analysis, have shown that deferral of surgery 113 

in patients with cCR appears to be oncologically safe; although more randomised data are 114 

needed to confirm long-term oncological safety and superiority of organ preservation regarding 115 

quality of life (QoL) assessed by patient reported outcomes (PROs)3-11. Local excision (LE) by 116 

transanal endoscopic microsurgery (TEM) or transanal minimally invasive surgery (TAMIS) is 117 

an alternative organ preservation strategy approach for selected patients with small T1-T3 low 118 

rectal cancer and good response after CRT, as shown in CARTS, TREC and GRECCAR2 119 

trials9,12-14. The STAR-TREC trial (NCT02945566) is exploring NOM and LE, depending on 120 

the degree of response after neoadjuvant treatment in early stage disease. Also, LE alone is an 121 

effective primary treatment option for selected early stage (cT1N0 without adverse 122 

histopathology features) rectal cancers to reduce morbidity without jeopardising long-term 123 

oncological outcomes15-17. 124 

Reflective of the Definition for the Assessment of Time-to-event Endpoints in CANcer trials 125 

(DATECAN) project18, we recently provided recommendations for the use of clinical and 126 

surrogate endpoints in the different phases (1-3) of rectal cancer trials19. However, 127 

standardization of key outcome measures of organ preservation is lacking in rectal cancer. 128 

Organ preservation trials are characterised by marked heterogeneity in selection criteria, 129 

treatment strategies, choice of endpoint and design that limit data interpretation and comparison 130 

between studies. Hence, an international consensus is needed to ensure consistency, and 131 

facilitate appropriate data collection, interpretation and outcome comparison for organ 132 

preservation as part of trials (i.e. “intended” organ preservation) and outside trials (i.e. 133 

“incidental” organ preservation in patients with cCR after standard treatment that is now 134 

permitted by several guidelines including ESMO,17 NCCN20, ASTRO21). Here, we aim to 135 

establish the first clinical expert consensus statement on key outcome measures for organ 136 

preservation in rectal cancer, with a particular focus on NOM. We have convened an 137 

international group of clinical trialists with extensive experience in rectal cancer studies, 138 

including organ preservation strategies, and used the Delphi process to collect opinions, with 139 

the aim to standardise measurement and reporting in this setting.  140 
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METHODS 141 

Literature search strategy and selection criteria 142 

References were retrieved from four electronic databases (PubMed, MEDLINE, Web of 143 

Science, and the Cochrane Library, Google Scholar) for published articles and abstracts from 144 

international meetings from retrospective, prospective and randomised clinical trials 145 

investigating organ preservation for rectal cancer, published from inception to 1 April 2020. 146 

The literature search criteria and method are described in detail in Supplementary Methods. 147 

Two investigators (EF and CR) extracted the key outcome measures of organ preservation from 148 

all selected studies to be included into the Delphi process for consensus statement and 149 

standardisation, reviewed the list of retrieved articles and selected potentially relevant articles. 150 

The flowchart of article selection process is shown in Figure 1.  151 

 152 

Formation of consensus panel and Delphi method to establish a consensus 153 

The guideline panel comprised a multidisciplinary and interprofessional team, including 154 

clinical oncologists, radiation oncologists, medical oncologists, surgical oncologists, 155 

pathologist, radiologists with expertise in rectal cancer as well as bioinformatician. A Delphi 156 

method was used to vote to achieve consensus statements by all panelists using the 157 

SurveyMonkey program (https://www.surveymonkey.com) and electronic communications. To 158 

reach a consensus on the different outcome measures, a threshold of 70% or more for agreement 159 

was required for each item. The formation of consensus panel and Delphi method are described 160 

in detail in Supplementary Methods. 161 

 162 

RESULTS 163 

Literature search and review 164 

The literature search retrieved 3090 publications. 667 abstracts were selected for full-text 165 

assessment, after removal of duplicates, and screening of the title and abstract (Figure 1). After 166 

full-text article review and exclusion of manuscripts unrelated to the present topic and non-167 

English articles, 396 manuscripts were considered relevant to the scope of the present study. 168 

We identified the following 7 outcome measures as key to an organ preservation strategy: 169 

definition of endpoints (methodology and criteria to define response, unequivocal 170 

nomenclature); choice of primary endpoint according to the trial phase and design; timepoint 171 

of tumour response assessment (RA) to determine cCR; response-based decision algorithms 172 

and use of biopsy; follow-up methods (schedules and timelines); organ preservation-specific 173 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/
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anorectal function test; QoL assessment and PROs. The 7 outcome measures were then 174 

developed into 32 clinical questions to include in the Delphi survey (Supplementary Table 1).  175 

 176 

Consensus procedure and Delphi rounds 177 

The questionnaires of 1st and 2nd Delphi round as (R1 and R2) on the 7 key outcome measures 178 

of organ preservation together with the corresponding answers are provided in Supplementary 179 

Tables 1-2, respectively. In the 3rd round (R3), the final consensus manuscript 180 

recommendations for the key outcome measures were prepared and agreed upon by all members 181 

(100%) of the panel. The flow diagram of the study procedures including R1 to R3 to establish 182 

an international consensus is shown in Figure 2. The results of the consensus procedure and 183 

Delphi rounds are described in detail in Supplementary Results.  184 

 185 

CONSENSUS STATEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS  186 

Criteria, definition and nomenclature of clinical endpoints    187 

Table 1 summarises the definitions of the different clinical endpoints after consensus 188 

recommendation was achieved. The panel reached a consensus as part of the Delphi process 189 

and agreed upon the definitions of organ preservation, locoregional regrowth after NOM and 190 

locoregional recurrence after LE or total mesorectal excision (TME), respectively. Definitions 191 

of incomplete/poor response, local regrowth and local recurrence were provided separately for 192 

clarity. The various criteria reported in the literature to define cCR are shown in 193 

Supplementary Table 4. The panel recommended that the “Amsterdam/Maastricht” criteria4 194 

were best suited to define cCR and near cCR (ncCR). The panel also agreed with the definition 195 

of organ-preservation-adapted DFS, as proposed recently19. The definition of TME-free DFS 196 

used in the OPRA trial was introduced for the first time in the literature at ASCO 202022,23, 197 

which explains why consensus was not reached for this endpoint. As such, the definition of 198 

TME-free DFS was provided separately by the primary investigator of the OPRA trial (JGA).  199 

 200 

Choice of primary endpoint according to the trial phase and design 201 

The panel recommended that different primary endpoints should be used according to the trial 202 

design, taking into consideration the initial tumour stage, use of standard or intensified 203 

experimental treatment regimen, intended or incidental organ preservation, NOM or LE 204 

strategies, and overall aim. The primary endpoints that reached consensus after the Delphi 205 

process according to the different trial designs together with representative trial examples are 206 

described below: 207 
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• Early tumour response assessment (i.e. cCR rate) should be used as primary endpoint 208 

for early phase 1/2 trials intentionally aiming to increase cCR rates and enable NOM/LE 209 

by more intense RT/CRT/total neoadjuvant treatment (TNT) regimens; to select 210 

tolerable and locally effective treatment regimens for further testing in larger scale trials 211 

(e.g. Danish trial7, CAO/ARO/AIO-16 trial: NCT03561142). The risks and benefits of 212 

more intense treatments should be considered carefully. 213 

• Organ preservation assessed at 30-36 months after treatment start as an 214 

intermediate endpoint should be the primary endpoint for (randomised) phase 2/3 trials 215 

using either NOM or LE (for cCR or ncCR) (e.g. WW3, STAR-TREC, 216 

ACO/ARO/AIO-18.1 trials). Function, toxicity and QoL were regarded as pivotal 217 

secondary outcomes, to be considered for inclusion as composite or co-primary 218 

endpoints (e.g. GRECCAR2 trial9,12). 219 

• Organ preservation-adapted DFS at 3 years19 should be used as a primary endpoint 220 

if organ preservation is allowed within but is not the primary purpose of a (late) phase 221 

3 trial, especially in locally-advanced tumours.  222 

Relevant to this recommendation, Table 2 only includes randomised studies of organ 223 

preservation showing both the variability among studies regarding the timepoint of response 224 

assessment (RA) to determine cCR (discussed below) as well as the primary endpoint selected.  225 

 226 

Timepoint of early tumour RA to determine cCR  227 

• Although the evidence on optimal timing for RA to determine cCR is still growing and 228 

influenced by many variables (such as initial tumour stage, biology, treatment duration 229 

and intensity, interval from treatment completion, methodology to assess response etc.), 230 

the panel indicated the importance providing clear recommendations for future trials 231 

and routine practice that achieved consensus. The panel consensus recommendation on 232 

the timepoint of RA and determining cCR according to treatment design is summarised 233 

in Table 3. Representative trial examples illustrating the complexity of accurate timing 234 

for assessing response due to the highly variable treatment design and duration among 235 

the different clinical trials are shown in Figure 3 (and Table 2 that only shows 236 

randomised studies). 237 

 238 

Response-based decision and use of biopsy 239 

A question commonly raised is whether clinicians should wait longer before deciding on 240 

surgery if restaging after preoperative treatment shows ncCR. While timing for evaluation of 241 
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cCR greatly depends on the context of treatment design, the panel supported longer waiting in 242 

this setting, although no consensus was reached on the timing of the second assessment. 243 

Notably, this decision should be made also considering initial stage, trial treatment design and 244 

duration for RA, as described above.  245 

Another important point concerned the role of biopsy in case of ncCR or cCR. In both cases, 246 

there was consensus agreement that biopsy does not provide additional value and could lead to 247 

false-negative results. Maas et al. concluded that biopsies have only limited clinical value for 248 

ruling out residual cancer, and Martens et al. followed-up the work and clearly indicated the 249 

lack of added diagnostic value for biopsy, especially when criteria for cCR are fulfilled5,24. 250 

Please note that in contrast to original study by Martens et al. where a biopsy was indicated in 251 

case of ncCR (showing dysplastic changes), the panel did not recommend a biopsy as 252 

mandatory for ncCR due to the abovementioned reasons. Thus, a biopsy is not mandatory or 253 

recommended by the panel. In the case where a biopsy is nevertheless performed in a patient 254 

with ncCR and is negative, the panel recommended that longer waiting and reassessment after 255 

6-12 weeks could be considered, again depending on the treatment design.  256 

 257 

Follow-up procedures and schedule 258 

The panel reached a consensus that CEA, digital rectal examination (DRE), rectoscopy, pelvic 259 

MRI and chest/abdomen CT should be part of the follow-up for organ preservation. The 260 

majority indicated that CEA should be assessed every 3 months during years 1-3, and every 6 261 

months at years 4-5 after completion of treatment for organ preservation. Consensus was 262 

established that DRE, endoscopy and MRI should be conducted every 3-4 months during years 263 

1-2, and every 6 months in years 3-5. Finally, the preferred time schedule to perform CT-264 

thorax/abdomen is every 6-12 months at year 1, and every 12 months during years 2-5. The 265 

follow-up procedures and schedule that reached consensus is shown in Table 4. 266 

 267 

Anorectal function measurement 268 

The panel was asked to select among commonly used tests to measure anorectal function, 269 

combining a mix of clinician and patient reported instruments. These included the Wexner 270 

score25, the Low Anterior Resection Syndrome (LARS) score26, the MSKCC Bowel Function 271 

Instrument (MSKCC BFI) score27, the Vaizey score28 and manometry (Supplementary Table 272 

5). The LARS score (PRO) received most votes and reached consensus. Participants indicated 273 

that, together with available methods, a new score specific to the organ preservation should be 274 
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developed; commenting on the need to measure urinary and sexual dysfunction in addition to 275 

bowel dysfunction.  276 

 277 

QoL assessment and PROs 278 

The panel achieved a consensus that EORTC QLQ-C30 should always be used. The panel was 279 

asked to vote on 5 proposed QoL and function scales to be recorded. These included overall 280 

QoL, physical function, role function, social function and emotional function. Consensus was 281 

achieved for all 5 proposed QoL and function scales. 282 

The panel also agreed on the 10 most important symptomatic toxicity items among a list of 20 283 

proposed items for evaluation as part of a patient-reported assessment. These included bowel 284 

urgency, fecal incontinence, bowel frequency, diarrhea, tenesmus, toilet dependency, night time 285 

bowel opening, urinary urgency, impotence and pain. 42% voted for the use of the EORTC 286 

QLQ-CR29 in addition to QLQ-C30.  The EORTC-QLQ CR29 although covers many bowel, 287 

urinary, stoma and sexual issues, does not include all bowel symptoms experienced following 288 

NOM/LE, in particular bowel urgency and toilet dependency. Although these bowel issues are 289 

included in the LARS score, it lacks items on urinary and sexual dysfunction, and stoma-related 290 

items for patients who fail to achieve organ preservation. All participants indicated the need for 291 

developing a new, validated PRO (or extension) specific for NOM/LE (Supplementary Table 292 

1). 293 

Finally, the panel was provided a list with different timepoints to vote the optimal timings for 294 

measurement of symptomatic toxicity, QoL and function. The panel recommended that toxicity 295 

should be measured at baseline, 3 months, 12 months, 24 months, 36 months and 60 months 296 

after decision for NOM/LE. A similar consensus was reached by the panel for the same 297 

timepoints for QOL and function measurement.  298 

 299 

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 300 

We here provide the first international consensus recommendation on key outcome measures 301 

for organ preservation strategies in rectal cancer. Undoubtedly, we are still at a transitional 302 

phase, if not only the beginning of a new era, where evidence regarding many aspects of organ 303 

preservation is far from complete1. This is reflected by the inconsistency in reporting in clinical 304 

trials and retrospective or population-based series, which underlines the importance of the 305 

present study. Also, ambiguous clinical outcomes have often been reported, also due to 306 

heterogeneity in patient inclusion criteria for radiotherapy treatment and method, as well as 307 
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chemotherapy regimen. We recommend that investigators use the consensus recommendation 308 

set as a framework for organ preservation in rectal cancer.  309 

Ambiguous language in events defining clinical endpoints, such as cCR, regrowth, recurrence, 310 

organ preservation and DFS with or without considering regrowth has often led to confusion. 311 

In the Champalimaud meeting it was agreed that the term “local regrowth” should replace local 312 

recurrence when tumour regrowth occurs after initial cCR, due to its different time course, 313 

salvageability and favourable prognosis29. Nevertheless, distinction between locoregional and 314 

local/regional regrowth (or recurrence) has been far from clear, and rigorous definitions were 315 

not provided. Here, exact description of endpoints reached consensus to avoid disparity, and 316 

enable future cross-trial comparisons. The recently-proposed improved definition of DFS 317 

(organ preservation-adapted DFS)19 that incorporates NOM/LE reached consensus. Although 318 

TME-free DFS was only recently introduced as endpoint, reported in the OPRA trial at ASCO 319 

202022,23, its definition was provided for future reference.  320 

The choice of the most appropriate outcome measure is a crucial component of organ 321 

preservation trials30. Selection of primary endpoints in prospective studies has been rather 322 

arbitrary. Due to the different treatment strategies and duration, the panel acknowledged that 323 

“one size does not fit all” for organ preservation strategies, and recommended specific 324 

endpoints according to the clinical scenario. Similarly to the pCR endpoint in trials with radical 325 

surgery after neoadjuvant treatment31, cCR was suggested as endpoint for early phase 1/2 trials 326 

using more intense RT/CRT/TNT regimen to select tolerable and locally effective treatment 327 

regimens for further testing in larger scale trials (e.g. Appelt et al. in the Danish trial that used 328 

CRT followed by radiotherapy dose escalation with brachytherapy7). Of note, sustained cCR at 329 

12 months is a part of the endpoint of organ preservation and was, thus, not recommended as a 330 

separate endpoint in the present consensus study. Instead, we proposed cCR as an early 331 

endpoint in small trials exploring promising regimens to achieve organ preservation, and not as 332 

the ultimate clinical endpoint. Organ preservation at 30-36 months after the start of treatment 333 

was agreed upon as the primary endpoint for phase 2/3 trials using NOM/LE to achieve organ 334 

preservation (as currently used in STAR-TREC, OPERA and ACO/ARO/AIO-18.1 trials). 335 

While the timepoint for defining organ preservation varies among studies (Table 2), a 30-36 336 

month time window was recommended, reflecting the prolonged treatment time of TNT and 337 

that tumour regrowth mostly occurs up to 24-30 months after treatment completion8,32. Organ-338 

preservation-adapted DFS was selected for phase 3 trials that allow organ preservation but 339 

specifically aim to improve oncological outcome, especially distant metastases (as in 340 

TRIGGER trial33).  341 
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There are no perfect primary endpoints for organ preservation as all endpoints are susceptible 342 

to pitfalls34. Also, the choice of primary endpoint serves the purpose of statistical trial design, 343 

whereas secondary endpoints, especially QoL and PROs (one of the main arguments for 344 

deferring surgery), should be regarded as equally important13,35-37. Shared decision making with 345 

patients and risk-benefit analysis (e.g. balance between NOM/LE and treatment toxicity) should 346 

be considered for “intended” organ preservation trials. The fact that bad responders may receive 347 

overtreatment should not be underestimated, as shown in GRECCAR2 trial, where many 348 

patients in the LE group required completion TME, increasing morbidity and side-effects9,12. 349 

In that context, future studies should aim to clarify which inclusion criteria should be used to 350 

advocate LE, the optimal timing of LE depending on tumor response (cCR vs near cCR vs 351 

residual disease), and how this relates to pre-treatment staging38-40. 352 

The timepoint of determining cCR constitutes one of the biggest challenges, as tumour response 353 

to treatment is a dynamic phenomenon affected by tumour size, histology, biology, treatment 354 

strategy, and the time interval between preoperative/definitive treatment and decision for 355 

NOM/LE (or TME surgery)19. This is reflected in the variation of timepoint for RA among 356 

different studies due to the variation in treatment schedule and design (Figure 3). Knowledge 357 

on the kinetics of tumour response has mainly been derived from the operative setting. In a 358 

pooled analysis of 4431 patients, pCR rates increased with intervals greater than 6-7 weeks 359 

post-CRT, whereas the Dutch Surgical Colorectal Audit showed a peak in pCR at 10 weeks 360 

post-CRT i.e. 16 weeks after treatment start in 1593 patients41. The advent of TNT, with highly 361 

variable treatment duration among different trials, has added to the complexity of this issue. In 362 

a phase 2 trial, patients received two, four, or six cycles of FOLFOX chemotherapy after CRT, 363 

and underwent surgery at 6, 11, 15, and 19 weeks after completion of CRT; pCR rates were 364 

18%, 25%, 30%, and 38%, respectively42. Whether these differences can be explained by the 365 

intensified chemotherapy or by the prolonged interval remains uncertain. The CAO/ARO/AIO-366 

12 trial compared the two TNT sequences, induction CT/CRT vs CRT/consolidation CT, and 367 

demonstrated a pCR in 17% and 25%, respectively43. Similar data favouring the sequence 368 

CRT/CT were reported in the OPRA trial that showed 3-year TME-free survival rates of 59% 369 

vs 43% for CT/CRT22.  370 

The panel agreed that defining one specific time point for assessing cCR is impossible, 371 

considering the different treatment strategies. Initial tumour stage and risk features should be 372 

considered. In the meta-analysis that included 602 patients from 11 series, advanced cT stage 373 

(cT1-2 vs cT3-4) predicted for worse response and local regrowth32. Thus, for early-stage 374 

tumours treated with CRT or SCRT, the panel recommended the two-step approach adopted by 375 
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the STAR-TREC trial for RA and determining cCR i.e. 12 weeks and 16-20 weeks after start 376 

of treatment, analogous to anal cancer44. Following publication of RAPIDO45 and PRODIGE46 377 

phase III trials demonstrating improvement in the primary endpoints, disease-related treatment 378 

failure (DrTF) and DFS, respectively, the integration of TNT into the management of locally-379 

advanced rectal cancer is anticipated in updates of treatment guidelines. The panel 380 

recommended adaptation of the timepoint of RA for determining cCR according to the TNT 381 

duration i.e. 20-38 weeks after treatment start, as currently performed in representative trial 382 

examples including OPERA, ACO/ARO/AIO-18.1, GRECCAR12, OPRA and TRIGGER in 383 

Figure 3. It remains unclear how long it is oncologically safe and meaningful to wait before 384 

determining cCR, especially after prolonged TNT. In the RAPIDO, Bahadoer et al. recently 385 

raised caution that early response imaging could be advocated to identify patients that might 386 

actually progress during preoperative treatment47. Close monitoring is important to identify 387 

poor responders early to offer immediate surgery. The panel provided these practical 388 

recommendations but acknowledged that evidence on optimal timing to determine cCR is far 389 

from complete. 390 

The “Amsterdam/Maastricht” criteria were selected for defining cCR and near-cCR4. The 391 

diagnosis of near-cCR poses a decision challenge. The panel recommended that longer waiting 392 

could be considered as performed in several studies3,5 in case of ncCR, however, this decision 393 

should be made also depending on the trial duration. Importantly, based on previous studies5,24, 394 

biopsy was not recommended by the panel, and should not be routinely performed due to risk 395 

of being false-negative (e.g. sampling from a fibrotic area) and lack of evidence on its value, 396 

especially when DRE, endoscopy and MRI criteria for cCR are fulfilled1,48. Indeed, residual 397 

cancer cells are often found in the muscularis propia, which can explain the high rate of false 398 

negative results of a superficial biopsy49. Also, definition of near cCR is difficult as it is not a 399 

binary issue that can always be accurately determined by imaging, and depends on the 400 

trajectory. Please note that in contrast to original study by Martens et al. where a biopsy was 401 

indicated in case of ncCR (showing dysplastic changes)5, the panel did not recommend a biopsy 402 

as mandatory to define ncCR. Definition of near cCR requires consideration of both regression 403 

of lymph nodes with morphological features suspicious for node positivity (round, irregular 404 

border and heterogeneous signal) combined with size 5 mm 50-53. LE can be used in the case 405 

of ncCR, both for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes13,54, but can be associated with increased 406 

morbidity if completion TME is required9,12. The criteria for completion TME after initial LE 407 

need to be further elucidated.  408 
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Regarding early-stage cancers with an adenomatous component, the largest challenge is the 409 

accuracy of diagnosing a residual adenomatous polyp after radiotherapy/CRT of small rectal 410 

cancers. Previous data have indicated that these tumours might be suitable for primary treatment 411 

with CRT and organ preservation, however, residual adenomatous polyps often include high-412 

grade dysplastic components and should, hence, be removed using full-thickness LE55,56.  413 

Of note, diagnostic imaging can be notoriously inaccurate at initial diagnosis. Staging is highly 414 

relevant in the context of organ preservation as previous studies have indicated increasing cT 415 

stage, tumour volume or, alternatively, tumour length and bowel wall circumferential extend at 416 

baseline as the most important predictors of achieving cCR11,62-64. Furthermore, inaccurate 417 

staging of cT1 tumors as cT2 rectal cancer (upstaging) can lead to treatment with CRT within 418 

clinical trials. Indeed, LE is an effective surgical option for selected early stage (cT1N0) rectal 419 

cancers to reduce morbidity without jeopardizing long-term oncological outcomes15,16. Primary 420 

LE without preoperative CRT is the standard primary treatment for very early stage disease and 421 

should be performed where feasible 57-60. If pT1 and no adverse features, then LE is considered 422 

sufficient. In contrast, a radical resection (TME) is recommended in case of adverse 423 

histopathology features (sm2, G3, V1, L1) in the resected LE specimen. Alternatively, in the 424 

case of adverse features on pathology, LE plus salvage (or adjuvant) CRT has been explored, 425 

albeit more studies are required to clarify the role of CRT in this setting17,61. 426 

Further effort should be made to develop expertise for accurate imaging at diagnosis. 427 

Retrospective and prospective studies have used different methods and follow-up schedules, 428 

most of which were designed empirically and extrapolated from oncological guidelines in the 429 

operative setting2-4,6,7,10,65,66. This was reflected in the large discrepancy of participant votes on 430 

follow-up schedule after R1. The panel recommended that follow-up should comprise of CEA, 431 

DRE, rectoscopy, pelvic MRI and chest/abdomen CT, and agreed a specific follow-up schedule 432 

to avoid inconsistency. Since local regrowth after initial cCR commonly occurs within the first 433 

2-3 years, a period of 3 years of monitoring using all methods was strongly recommended to 434 

capture events. Further monitoring was also recommended in the 4th and 5th year as a precaution. 435 

Regarding individual methods for organ preservation, a meta-analysis in 602 patients 32 showed 436 

that CEA was not a predictor for local regrowth after initial cCR, however, CEA values were 437 

missing in 45% of patients, which should be considered when interpreting these findings. Thus, 438 

the value of CEA remains unclear and more prospective studies are required to clarify its role. 439 

Regarding MRI and endoscopy, analyses have demonstrated their complementary role in 440 

determining cCR and predicting local regrowth, although failures of local regrowth detection 441 

have been reported67-70. The role of CT thorax/abdomen monitoring needs further exploration. 442 
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We recommend CT imaging every 6-12 months at year 1, and yearly during years 2-5, partly 443 

because W&W is not routinely established yet and long-term safety data from randomised 444 

studies are missing. In the IWWD, distant metastases were diagnosed in only 8% of 880 445 

patients, mostly during the first 3 years8. In a recent systematic review of 17 (mostly 446 

retrospective) studies with 1387 patients treated with NOM, the maximum risk for distant 447 

metastases was 5.5% in patients with sustained cCR but 23.1% in patients with regrowth after 448 

initial cCR, where special caution is needed71; similar data were reported by Smith et al10. 449 

Furthermore, the 5-year incidence of metastases was 28% in bad responders (ypT2–3) after 450 

CRT in the GRECCAR2 trial12 and, thus, special caution is also required in this patient 451 

subgroup if LE is explored. Of note, in the updated IWWD report published recently (and after 452 

completion of the Delphi process as part of our consensus study), the probability of remaining 453 

free from local regrowth for an additional 2 years if a patient had a sustained cCR for 1 year 454 

and 3 years was 88.1% and 97.3%, respectively, after a median follow-up of 55.2 months72. 455 

These data indicated that the intensity of active surveillance if a cCR was sustained could be 456 

reduced if they have a sustained cCR within the first 3 years of W&W.  457 

One of the main arguments for exploring NOM is preservation of sphincter and anorectal 458 

function. Previous work demonstrated worse anorectal function with major LARS after CRT 459 

plus surgery (up to 67%) compared to CRT alone (up to 36%), however, different anorectal 460 

function scores have been arbitrarily used35-37,73. Despite the lack of evidence from randomised 461 

cohorts comparing surgery vs. NOM/LE, the panel recommended that the LARS score26 is most 462 

practical for routine use. The panel acknowledged the limitations of LARS (not validated for 463 

organ preservation; only reporting on bowel dysfunction) and recommended that a new PRO 464 

specific to organ preservation should be developed.     465 

Although improvement of QoL constituted one of the main arguments for avoiding surgery, 466 

randomised evidence on the superiority of (C)RT alone for organ preservation is lacking, other 467 

than TREC that demonstrated high levels of organ preservation, with improved QoL after 468 

SCRT compared to surgery14. Data have mostly been derived from series that used a wide 469 

variety of different questionnaires for assessing QoL and PROs, none of which are validated 470 

for use in an organ preservation setting35-37,73. Thus, the panel agreed for future studies: i) Five 471 

QoL and function scales should always be documented; ii) 10 symptomatic toxicity items were 472 

selected as highest priority for evaluation; iii) a specific time schedule for measurement; and 473 

iv) a new validated questionnaire, or short extension to an existing instrument (e.g. EORTC-474 

QLQ CR29 or LARS) should be developed specifically for organ preservation; designed to 475 

capture symptomatic toxicity (bowel, urinary and sexual dysfunction) as well as the impact of 476 
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more intensive active surveillance on QoL, for use within trials and clinical practice. 477 

Importantly, the aspects on QoL and PROs reported here provide the first international 478 

consensus and are an important foundation to build upon to harmonise documentation. 479 

Our study has limitations. First, the panel of trialists was selected by design, which could incur 480 

bias. Second, the consensus recommendation process was based on online surveys. It was not 481 

possible for a face-to-face meeting to discuss discrepancies to take place, but further 482 

clarification was possible through email correspondence. Third, although the threshold of 70% 483 

required to reach a consensus has been previously used74-76, it is arbitrary and constitutes a 484 

methodological limitation of Delphi surveys77. As trial evidence on organ preservation is 485 

continuously growing, it is likely that some outcome measures will need adaptation in the 486 

future. Thus, the present consensus should serve as guide to further augment rather than fully 487 

replace clinical judgment. Table 5 summarises the key outstanding questions and uncertainties 488 

on organ preservation in rectal cancer. Fourth, only health care providers participated in the 489 

surveys, whereas other stakeholders (e.g. industry sponsors, patient representatives) were not 490 

involved. This was considered essential as organ preservation constitutes a new area of clinical 491 

work and consensus on the highly-complex key outcome measures was needed as a first step. 492 

This project will be extended to a wider group with multiple stakeholders including patients in 493 

the near future to achieve greater consensus, which will also include development of a new 494 

EORTC organ preservation-specific QoL set of items/module. Indeed, patients have partly 495 

different perceptions on what they consider relevant in the discussion about their treatment, and 496 

differences have been described between the importance assigned by patients and clinicians to 497 

clinical and functional outcomes, also in the context of organ preservation35,78,79.  498 

 499 

CONCLUSION 500 

To summarise, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first international expert panel consensus 501 

to provide comprehensive and rigorous recommendation on the key outcome measures to be 502 

assessed and reported in trials and routine practice of organ preservation in rectal cancer. 503 

Implementation of the present consensus has important implications as it will harmonise 504 

documenting and reporting organ preservation strategies in rectal cancer to improve 505 

interpretation and comparison of new trial findings and standardisation of routine practice. 506 

 507 

 508 

 509 

 510 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 811 

Figure 1. Illustration of the flowchart of article selection process. Seven key outcome 812 

measures of organ preservation strategies in rectal cancer were identified following a thorough 813 

literature search.  814 

 815 

Figure 2. Summarized overview of the Delphi process 816 

 817 

Figure 3. Illustration of the timepoints of response assessment (RA) to determine clinical 818 

complete response (cCR), and corresponding primary endpoints according to the 819 

different trial phase and design in representative examples of organ preservation trials. 820 

The different preoperative/definitive treatment options that are characterised by variable length 821 

and time to RA and decision on organ preservation vs total mesorectal excision surgery appear 822 

below the x-axis. Examples of corresponding clinical trials with the TNM stage and treatment 823 

arms are shown on the left side marked with dark blue colour (also summarised in Table 2 that, 824 

similarly to the figure, only includes randomised studies). The timepoint of RA and, hence, 825 

determining cCR in the different trials is marked with orange colour. The primary endpoint of 826 

the trials is shown on the right side with light blue colour. The advent of total neoadjuvant 827 

treatment with highly variable duration has added to the complexity of deciding about the 828 

optimal timepoint of RA. Abbreviations: Txt, treatment; NOM, non-operative management; 829 

LE, local excision; TME, total mesorectal excision; cTNM, clinical tumour/node/metastasis 830 

staging; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; DRE, digital rectal examination; CEA, 831 

carcinoembryonic antigen; AV, anal verge; SCRT, short-course radiotherapy; CRT, 832 

chemoradiotherapy; SIB, simultaneous integrated boost of radiotherapy; RA, response 833 

assessment; OP, organ preservation; DFS, disease-free survival. 834 
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 841 

 842 
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Table 1. Definitions of clinical endpoints for organ preservation strategies in rectal cancer 843 

Clinical endpoint Definition 

Organ preservation 

 

Rectum intact (i.e. no radical TME-surgery), no locoregional regrowth 

unless amenable to limited, curative (R0) salvage surgery by LE, no 

permanent stoma (i.e., never reversed protective stoma, or stoma due 

to toxicity or poor functional outcome).   

Clinical complete response (cCR)$ DRE and Rectoscopy: no palpable tumour, no residual tumour or only 

a small residual erythematous ulcer or scar;  

MRI§: Substantial downsizing with no residual tumour or residual 

fibrosis only (with low signal on diffusion-weighted imaging), 

sometimes associated with residual wall thickening due to edema; no 

suspicious lymph nodes 

Endoscopic biopsy: not mandatory to define cCR; biopsy should not 

be performed, especially if the DRE, rectoscopy and MRI criteria for 

cCR are fulfilled 

Near cCR (ncCR) DRE and Rectoscopy: Small and smooth regular irregularity; Residual 

ulcer, or small mucosal nodules or minor mucosal abnormalities, with 

mild persisting erythema of the scar 

MRI: Obvious downstaging with residual fibrosis but heterogeneous 

or irregular aspect and signal or regression of lymph nodes with no 

malignant enhancement features but size >5 mm 

Endoscopic biopsy*: not mandatory to define near cCR 

Poor response Palpable tumour mass and visible macroscopic tumour and/or lack of 

regression of involved lymph nodes (i.e. patients that do not fulfill the 

criteria for either cCR or ncCR) 

Locoregional regrowth An event involving either the bowel wall, mesorectum and/or pelvic 

organs that occurs after initial cCR and W&W 

Local regrowth An event involving the bowel wall only that occurs after initial cCR 

and W&W  

Locoregional recurrence 

 

An event involving either the bowel wall, mesorectum and/or pelvic 

organs that occurs after LE or TME 

Local recurrence An event involving the bowel wall only that occurs after LE or TME 

TME-free DFS& Time from randomisation to one of the following events: radical TME 

surgery for non-complete response at re-staging, any locoregional 

regrowth after initial cCR requiring salvage-TME, any locoregional 

recurrence after LE or no-salvageable regrowth (a regrowth that cannot 

be removed with an R0 resection), distant metastasis or death (all 

cause), whichever occurs first 

Organ preservation-adapted DFS**  Time from randomisation to one of the following events: No resection 

of primary tumour due to local progression or patient unfit for surgery, 

non-radical resection of primary tumour (R2-resection), locoregional 

recurrence after R0/1 resection of the primary tumour, non-salvageable 

local regrowth in case of NOM management (no operation or R2 

salvage resection), any distant metastatic disease before, at, or after 

surgery or NOM management, second primary colorectal cancer, 

Second primary, other cancer, treatment-related death, death from 

same cancer, death from other cancer, non-cancer related death 
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Abbreviations: TME, total mesorectal excision; DRE, digital rectal examination; cCR, clinical complete response; 844 
W&W, watch and wait; LE, local excision; DFS, disease-free survival 845 

$All criteria of DRE, rectoscopy and MRI should be fulfilled to define cCR 846 

*Please note that in contrast to original study by Martens et al. where it was suggested a biopsy was indicated in case 847 
of ncCR (showing dysplastic changes)5, the panel did not recommend a biopsy as mandatory to define ncCR in the 848 
present consensus work due to the risk of false-negative result and lack of added diagnostic value for biopsy 849 

§Gadolinium contrast medium is no longer compulsory for MRI conducted to define clinical complete response 850 

&Consensus was not reached for the definition of TME-free DFS that was provided separately by the primary 851 
investigator of the OPRA trial, JGA. 852 

**If a salvage operation for the local regrowth is performed in curative intent (R0/1), it should not count as an event. 853 
If, however, no operation, or only a R2 resection is possible, or there is a recurrence after salvage surgery, this should 854 
count as an event. 855 
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Table 2. Summary of randomised clinical trials of organ preservation in rectal cancer showing the large variability 883 
in the timepoints of response assessment (RA) used to determine clinical complete response (cCR) as well as the 884 
primary endpoints used among the different trials  885 

Trial and TNM staging*, & N Treatment schedule 

Timepoint of 

response 

assessment 

(RA) 

Primary 

endpoint 

TREC, phase 214 

cT1-23N0, maximum diameter 

30 mm (ISRCTN 14422743) 

55 TME surgery vs 

 SCRT followed by TEM  

9-11 weeks 

after treatment 

start 

Recruitment rate 

at 12, 18 and 24 

months 

STAR TREC, phase 3 part 

(NCT02945566) 

cT1-T3bN0, 10 cm AV 

460 TME/LE surgery vs CRT followed by NOM/LE vs  

SCRT followed by NOM/LE  

(if cCR: NOM; if PR: TEM; if poor response: TME) 

12 and 20 

weeks after 

treatment start 

30-month organ 

preservation rate 

WW3, phase 2 

(NCT04095299) 

cT1-T3bN0, 10 cm AV 

111 CRT vs  

CRT with SIB  

(if cCR: NOM or LE; if partial response: TME) 

16 weeks after 

treatment start 
2-year organ 

preservation 

OPERA, phase 3 

(NCT02505750) 

cT2-T3bN0-1, 10 cm AV 

236 CRT followed by EBRT boost vs  

CRT followed by brachytherapy boost  

(if cCR: NOM or LE; if PR: TME) 

14 and 20-24 

weeks after 

treatment start 

3-year organ 

preservation 

HERBERT-II, phase 3 

(NL7795), elderly and frail with 

cT1-3N0-1, 10 cm AV 

106 EBRT vs EBRT plus brachytherapy boost  26 weeks after 

treatment end 

cCR rate at 26 

weeks 

GRECCAR12, phase 3 

(NCT02514278) 

cT2-T3N0-1, 10 cm AV 

218 mFOLFIRINOX followed by CRT vs CRT  

(if good response: LE; if poor response: TME) 

24 weeks after 

treatment start 

12-month organ 

preservation 

ACO/ARO/AIO-18.1, phase 3, 

(NCT04246684) 

cT3c-T4N0-2, 12 cm AV 

 

702 SCRT followed by consolidation FOLFOX chemotherapy and TME 

surgery (or NOM if cCR) vs  

CRT followed by consolidation FOLFOX chemotherapy and TME surgery 

(or NOM if cCR) 

24 weeks after 

treatment start 

3-year organ 

preservation 

OPRA22,23, phase 2 

(NCT02008656) 

cT3-T4N0-2, 6 cm AV 

300 Induction mFOLFOX6 chemotherapy followed by CRT and surgery/NOM 

vs CRT followed by consolidation mFOLFOX6 chemotherapy and 

surgery/NOM 

34-38 weeks 

after treatment 

start 

3-year DFS 

TRIGGER33, phase 2/3, 

(NCT02704520) 

cT3c-T4N0-2, 15 cm AV 

90 CRT followed by surgery and adjuvant CAPOX/FOLFOX vs CRT 

followed by either NOM (mrTRG I-II) or CAPOX/FOLFOX (mrTRG III-

IV) and restaging with subsequent NOM or surgery (depending on mrTRG 

at restaging)  

12, 24 and 36-

38 weeks after 

treatment start 

Recruitment rate 

(phase 2); 3-year 

DFS (phase 3) 

Brazilian§, phase 3 

(NCT02052921) 

cT3-T4N0-2, 10 cm AV 

150 CRT followed by W&W vs 5-FU CRT followed by TME surgery after 

achieving cCR at 12 weeks post CRT 

12 weeks after 

treatment start 

3-year DFS  

TESAR, phase 2 

(NCT02371304) 

pT1-2cN0, 10 cm AV 

302 TME surgery vs LE followed by CRT  n.a. 3-year LRR 

MORPHEUS, phase 2 

(NCT03051464) 

cT2-T3bN0, 10 cm AV 

40 CRT followed by EBRT boost vs  

CRT followed by brachytherapy boost  

(if cCR: NOM; if PR: TME) 

14 weeks after 

treatment start 

2-year organ 

preservation 

TESS, phase 2, 

(NCT03840239) 

cT3-4aN0-2, 5cm AV 

168 Induction CAPOX followed by CRT vs CRT  

(if cCR: NOM; if PR: LE or TEM; if poor response: TME) 

20-24 weeks 

after treatment 

start 

Sphincter 

preservation 

(stoma absence) at 

18 months 

APHRODITE, phase 2 

(ISRCTN16158514) 

cT1-T3bN0, 10 cm AV 

104 CRT vs CRT with SIB  

(if cCR: NOM) 

 

24 weeks after 

treatment start 

 cCR rate at 6 

months  
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GRECCAR29,12, phase 3 

(NCT00427375) 

cT2-3N0–1, 5 cm AV 

maximum initial size 4 cm 

residual tumour ≤2 cm 

186 CRT followed by local excision vs preoperative CRT followed by TME 

surgery 

12-14 weeks 

after treatment 

start 

2-year Composite 

endpoint 

ELRRvsLTME, phase 3 

(NCT01609504) 

cT2N0, 6 cm AV 

100 CRT followed by local excision vs CRT followed by TME surgery n.a. Local and distant 

recurrence 

(timepoint 

unspecified) 

Abbreviations: CRT, chemoradiotherapy; TME, total mesorectal excision; DFS, disease-free survival; NOM, non-operative 886 
management; cCR, clinical complete response; LE, local excision; SCRT, short-course radiotherapy; W&W, watch and wait; 887 
TdrTF, Time to Disease-related Treatment Failure; LRR, locoregional recurrence, mrTRG, magnetic resonance-based tumour 888 
regression grading; TNT, total neoadjuvant treatment; CAPOX, capecitabine/oxaliplatin; 889 

*Only randomised studies on organ preservation were included in this table.  890 
&Tumour location, especially for rectal cancers close to the anal sphincter where often the only surgical option is 891 
abdominoperineal resection with permanent stoma, can influence the use of CRT for early-stage disease to achieve organ 892 
preservation, as reflected in many trials that included patients with cT2 rectal cancer.  893 
§The Brazilian trial was closed prematurely (May 2020) due to poor patient accrual. This was the first clinical trial to randomise 894 
patients with cCR after preoperative chemoradiotherapy to W&W vs surgery, and used DFS as a primary endpoint.  895 

 896 
 897 

 898 

 899 

Table 3. Panel consensus recommendation on the timepoint of response assessment (RA) to determine 900 
clinical complete response (cCR) according to treatment design and duration 901 

Treatment design* Time point of response assessment (RA) 

Standard SCRT (duration: 5 days) or CRT (duration: 

6 weeks) for early-stage tumours, 

A two-step approach is recommended, i.e. measurement at 12 

weeks from the start of treatment and then, in case of ncCR at 

initial assessment, again at 16-20 weeks, should be used to 

determine cCR (e.g. STAR-TREC trial: NCT02945566). 

CRT followed by brachytherapy (duration: 12 weeks) cCR should be determined at 14 weeks and, in case of ncCR at 

initial assessment, at 20-24 weeks, after start of treatment (e.g. 

OPERA trial: NCT02505750). 

TNT with CRT and either induction or consolidation 

chemotherapy (duration: 16-20 weeks) 

cCR should be determined at 24 weeks after start of treatment 

(e.g. GRECCAR12 trial: NCT02514278 and ACO/ARO/AIO-

18.1 trial: NCT04246684, trials, respectively). 

TNT with SCRT/CRT followed by prolonged 

consolidation chemotherapy (duration: 26 and 34 

weeks, as in OPRA and TRIGGER trials, 

respectively), 

cCR should be determined at 34-38 weeks after start of treatment 

(e.g. OPRA trial22 and TRIGGER trial: NCT0270452033). 

 

Abbreviations: SCRT, short-course radiotherapy; CRT, chemoradiotherapy; TNT, total neoadjuvant treatment; cCR, clinical 902 
complete response; ncCR, near cCR;  903 

*At the present time, and considering the variability in preoperative treatment design and duration among the different trials, 904 
a specified timepoint for earlier detection of poor responders before the recommended timepoint to define cCR cannot be 905 
provided due to insufficient evidence. Nevertheless, caution is needed especially in patients with high-risk tumour 906 
characteristics (advanced cT stage32), and earlier imaging could be advocated to identify poor responders that might actually 907 
progress during preoperative treatment to offer immediate surgery.  908 

 909 
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Table 4. Consented follow-up methods and schedule for organ preservation strategy 910 

Year CEA DRE Endoscopy MRI pelvis 
Computed tomograpy 

chest/abdomen 

1 3× 3-4× 3-4× 3-4× 1-2× 

2 3× 3-4× 3-4× 3-4× 1× 

3 3× 2× 2× 2× 1× 

4 2× 2× 2× 2× 1× 

5 2× 2× 2× 2× 1× 

Abbreviations: CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; DRE, digital rectal examination; MRI, magnetic 911 
resonance imaging;  912 

First follow-up assessment commonly occurs 6-8 weeks upon completion of preoperative / definitive 913 
treatment 914 

 915 

 916 

 917 

 918 

 919 

Table 5. Summary of key outstanding questions and current uncertainties on organ preservation in rectal 920 

cancer 921 

Key outstanding questions 

1. Which criteria should we use to include patient in studies of organ preservation?   

2. Can modern technology methods (e.g. artificial intelligence and neural networks) help to improve 

accuracy of imaging at initial diagnosis of rectal cancer, and to assess tumor response to treatment?   

3. How long is it oncologically safe and meaningful to wait to assess tumor response before determining 

cCR, especially after prolonged TNT? 

4. What is the role of LE as primary treatment, and for selected patients with good response after CRT?  

5. What is the optimal time for LE in the context of tumor response (cCR vs near cCR vs residual disease)? 

6. Which criteria should we use to advocate LE for organ preservation?  

7. What is the optimal surgical method to manage regrowth after initial cCR?  

8. Can we define robust selection criteria to safely reduce the intensity of follow-up imaging in patients with 

cCR?   

9. What is the long-term impact of the different strategies explored for “intended” organ preservation 

(selective CRT with LE; RT dose escalation; TNT etc) on QoL, function as well as short and long term 

toxicity?  

10. Which items and function scales should be included in a PRO designed specifically for organ 

preservation? 

11. Can liquid biopsy biomarkers (e.g. CEA, circulating or free DNA) be used to predict cCR and tumour 

regrowth after initial cCR to tailor treatment?  

 922 


